As the development of an online game is being more and more extensive, higher manpower become more essential in the development for the game. Especially in programming, it happens that that original scheme that came from the planning department could not be fully developed and expressed in the programmer, depending on the ability of the programmer, coming out with a different result which is less enjoyable than the programmer expected. It is essential to spend much time for checking the error came from planning or programming. Due to solve these kinds of problems, we have developed the complier for only games which uses API for game graphic and API for quest that have been used in development for game. The compiler helps the game planner to find out logical problem directly and manually through manual source coding. Also, through the special game compiler, it would help the game developer to come out with a various kinds of efficient plans. It has the advantages of lowering dependency on the game programmer as well as to lower the cost of production and labor resources.
INTRODUCTION
Recently as the scale of game development gets large along with the performance improvements of communication infrastructure and computer, a lot of time and resource are committed in the development of games. Also since a lot of human resources are needed in the development process, a lot of time is required in correcting development errors as well.
The development error can be largely divided into planning errors and programming errors. In case of programming error, programmers can correct them easily; however in case of planning errors, it is inevitable that the time taken in correcting them can be further extended.
A number of methods have been introduced to cut the time and development cost that are the key points in game development. Of these, the most frequently used method is to use a game development tool. Solving various problems occurred during the development process of games or contents requires us not only to simplify various overlapped processes but also to minimize error occurrence in these processes.
However only by this method, it is not possible to reduce the time, costs and human resources.
Especially in case of online games, relevant technologies are needed since they have been developed as to apply the complex parts of current society to a game. Due to this reason, we would like to suggest a special game compiler as an alternative
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Development Background
While the events such as quest, event and siege warfare are not bothered by the speed, these tasks require much time since they are quite complex from various kinds. If the planner can test the plan in real-time in a way desired so as to do the coding easily by adding a module after indexing the compiler and API in accordance with these parts, the planning errors can be easily corrected.
Also if we could make a special game operator (binary) code optimized through a compiler while considering the speed, this may satisfy the speed, planning and time requirements.
Understanding the Special Game Language
Game Language for Quest
As the program to run the quest according to the plan, it is made in a form of text file. This includes various local functions needed for the quest.
Basic Operating Conditions of Quest
When checking all the conditions in a script since the speed of quest script is slow, it is possible to cause a load on the program. Hence, this refers to the basic conditions commonly used for all quests. Basically, this checks the min level, max level and NPC index.
C-language Local Function for Quest
STUDY METHOD
Applicable Method
The data processing and communication parts needed when executing a quest on the network are processed by the server. The client processes the parts related to the speed of screen display and communication of the data received from the server or occurred by user behaviour. The design is first prepared on the basis of single user processing without communication and later, it is divided into the server and client that have added the communication part, dividing further into the communication and DB processing parts. And then, simply add to the design the part that can accommodate a partial update desired by user.
When the programmer can set the memory handling part and memory structure or internal structure of compiler and APIs and this structure can be handled automatically by one command, the memory handling part that is the most difficult part of programming can be processed. The structuring part and engine part that require speed can be developed directly by programmer in a form of API. The planner makes the index functions that can be called by the planner by gathering these APIs without needing the planner to call these commands. And, it can be processed in a way that the memory needed in execution is allocated automatically. And by gathering the structures and API modules developed by programmer, make the functions used frequently by quests or events and attach an index number to each function prepared in this way. The function attached with index number shall hold the start address that has defined the index function at the foremost part of memory while securing the information related to calling parameters in the order of index.
Execution of the special game language can be done by the memory if the structure is set and the memory is allocated. However, it is not easy for the planner to manage the memory. In order to solve these problems, the index-type of function should be automatically executed and the memory to save the resulting value should be allocated. Since the quest or event of generating many processes is increased as much as the capacity of database, the speed shall be considered.
Limit the maximum memory to process the quest and maximum amount of memory to execute the quest at the same time. Save the parameter value to execute quest, value corresponding to the index value given by the quest, and resulting value of quest. The program shall be designed in a way that is not impacted when a user connects to the system again while using the parameter value to be executed, index value given to the quest, and result of the quest.
Quest and Event Handling Process via the Special Game Language
Explaining briefly about the handling process of compiler, this reads in the coded file appropriate for the quest by using the C-language exclusively for game use as shown on the Figure 3 . Analyze the read-in files through the scanner a preprocessor and generate the intermediate language and assembly code for game use while referring to the paser table made through PGS by using the analysis result. Then, make the operator (binary) executable file that can execute the code made in this way. The difference from Figure 3 is that the added part can be executed simply by updating the contextfree grammar without updating the entire program when the language was modified or extended since the parse table generator is built into the client and server. Hence when needing to add various indices to the online game, this is made to cope with the requirements of game user by enabling to add necessary parts easily. Lastly, Figure 5 is the executable file of Clanguage for game use, which was compiled on Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The code within this executable file is constructed in a way that is divided into two parts. In case of not processing the executable file, simply add the code executing unit that can handle the basic C language within the quest execution module. Although there may be some loss in the perspective of speed, the difference can be ignored since the programmer has handled the API or memory part that requires speed.
C-language for Quest Use (script)
While all the basic grammar structures follow those of C-language, the memory part is based on the BASIC language. The functions such as pointer, structure, user-defined type and preprocessing are not part of this language. The basic form Functions is made to use it as an internal command rather than one function by indexing the function. When adding new script function, define the index number after defining the function name and parameter. Then, update the file after registering and compiling as an index function. 
Example of Application
STUDY RESULT
When the compiler is used, we could see that the costs, time and manpower could be saved more than the existing development method. Although similar result was obtained in case of quest or siege warfare event, this has required twice as much manpower in making compiler API functions as compared to quest in case of siege warfare and event. 
In Case of Developing Quest
Analysis Result
In the Perspective of Program
Quite useful in the complex event handling of game. Possible to find easily whether it is a program error or planning error. Combining conveniently by indexing the API modules.
In the Perspective of Planning
The planner can code easily. (adjusting the degree of difficulty directly) Can discover planning error easily Possible to plan diversely according to the intention of planner.
In the Economic Perspective
Cutting the development costs and time.
(reducing 70%) Reducing the programming manpower requirement.
CONCLUSIONS
In the existing game development method, it is difficult to check whether the error came from planning or programming. However by applying a compiler to game development, the planning part and programming part can be separated and hence, the programming efficiency has increased greatly. Additionally, this study has improved the quality of game by enabling to express the intent of game designer(planner) accurately.
Especially in the online game environment, various changes occur in a short period time. Hence by introducing the compiler engine to the game development environment, the game development company can secure competitiveness by building the game development environment that can be applied easily and quickly to various changes.
